Body Shield
Product Description: Protective body
shield made from high quality layered
foams to disperse impact while
protecting both parties in altercation.
Durable handles and overall construction
tested for military grade use.

UKERU® EQUIPMENT

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

Materials: Layered foam wrapped in
washable and antimicrobial vinyl with
hidden zippers.

$125

Benefits: Lightweight, high intensity
impact protection.

Dimensions:
3” x 26” x 28”
4.2 lbs

Flex Shield
Product Description: Multi-use Flex
Shield with cut-out handles on both ends
used primarily to protect against
self-injurious behavior.
Materials: Multi-layered foam for strength
and impact protection. Antimicrobial and
fire retardant vinyl cover.

$110

Dimensions:
1.5” x 15” X 27”
1.6 lbs

Benefits: Portable and extremely light
weight at under 2 lbs that can be used in
multiple situations. Handle design made
for safety and maneuverability in small
areas.

Contact us to start your safe, comforting, and
restraint-free approach to crisis management today.
www.ukerusystems.com

info@ukerusystems.com

540-542-0200 EXT 6412

www.ukerusystems.com

info@ukerusystems.com

540-542-0200 EXT 6412

As it implemented a restraint free approach, Grafton quickly learned that
traditional blocking materials were not effective. Traditional blocking materials
did not offer adequate protection or align with Grafton's core philosophy of
comfort versus control. The CEO’s response to this challenge? If the tools don’t
exist, let’s build them ourselves.
Ukeru® developed these custom-made, soft, cushioned blocking equipment
that keep both professionals and those in their care safe and comfortable. In
fact, design patents have recently been issued for all of these products.Today,
Ukeru® offers these materials for purchase as well as training for professionals
and organizations in their use.

Curved Shield (Medium)
Product Description: Smaller and
lightweight for flexible use. Can be pulled
to chest to create “shell” body protection.
Foam and flexible molded plastic sheet
protect all involved.
Materials: PVC panel encased in open-cell
foam and covered in antimicrobial and
washable vinyl.

Curved Shield (Large)
Product Description: Protective pad
designed to create safe space for user
while in a threatening situation. Pad
works like a spring absorbing and
deflecting impact energy. It is easy to
hold and can be pulled into a corner to
create safe space while exhausting the
individual showing aggression.

$260

Dimensions:
30” x 33 ¾ x 1 ¾”
10 lbs.

Arm Shield (half sleeve)
Product Description: Slip on pad with sturdy
handle for quick and low-profile protection.
Lightweight and durable with stretchy strip
for secure holding, yet slides off quickly if it
is pulled.

Materials: PVC panel encased in
open-cell foam and covered in
antimicrobial and washable vinyl.

$315

Dimensions:
1” x 33” x 53”
13.5 lbs

Benefits: Low-profile, rugged and
durable, unique combination of
materials slows down and deflects
energy. Tires out those being
aggressive sooner.

$81

Curved Shield (Small)
Product Description: Smaller and
lightweight for flexible use. Can be
pulled to chest to create “shell” body
protection. Foam and flexible molded
plastic sheet protect all involved.

Dimensions:
2” x 16” x 8”
1.2 lbs

$249

Dimensions:
1” x 25” x 36
7.4 lbs

Materials: Layered foams for impact
resistance and to disperse energy while
remaining soft enough to not cause injury.
Benefits: Quick to grab protection, easy on
and off, deflects impact, soft for individual
punching.

Arm Shield (full sleeve)
Product Description: Slip on pad with
sturdy handle inside sleeve for quick and
low-profile protection. Lightweight and
durable with full stretch material for secure
holding and scratch protection.

Materials: PVC panel encased in
open-cell foam and covered in
antimicrobial and washable vinyl.
Benefits: Lightweight protection,
portable, safe for all involved.

Benefits: The “medium” version of the
Curved Shield allows the same wrap-around
protection of the previous versions but
allows for greater protection when dealing
with both upper and lower-body strikes.

$81

Dimensions:
2” x 16” x 8”
1.2 lbs

Materials: Layered foams for impact
resistance and to disperse energy while
remaining soft enough to not cause injury.
Spandex sleeve for scratch protection.
Benefits: Lightweight protection, portable,
protective sleeve for scratch protection.

